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For  the grace of God….Peace, tranquility and healing to us all……. 

 

Are We Here 

 

Intro: Are we here….Are we here…lift it up…we don’t stop laughing when we get older, we get older 

when we stop laughing. And any step towards a goal widens the horizon, any bit counts,  slow n easy. 

And brothas n sistahz, please don’t compare us to rock stars, or rock stars to us. It’s a drag, it takes the 

joy out of our day.  

 

Verse: If they’re not gonna solve it, don’t bother us.  

It’s just principle, oblivion heat that’s from all of us.  

Who? Who isn’t it. The word ain’t new, it’s real, try ta feel, all these healers benefits.  

Had to say it, takin’ it to em, Nah, not the yes man, 

 get off it let it be, address that or it’s all in ruts 

Oblivion hate, won’t wait, wastes our time,  

we know it’s content to find a rhyme, it covers the shine 

 

The world’s over it, ready to squash the death for life,  

it’s what love do for real people, drops on a dime 

So that’s all folks, let us be and live (abadeeabadee)  

zen moments and peace try helping us climb 

 

Chorus: Are we here?...(yeah, are we here?)…Mental Shift Collective…(come on)…Respect equals 

intelligence. (Yeah)           4 times    
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Verse 2:  All the watching ruins our moment, help us out for new seasons 

 So we can all relax respect rehabilitate the reasons 

 Yellin’ fabrications, and people forgot,  

there was a big thing goin’ on, and making my way to Ephesians 

 

So, Flounders, don’t compute, what we know is worth Trillions 

Don’t claim you hustle and We don’t, we’re heal ya in’s… 

CHILL PEACE TEAM CAMP, in the cut, watching you watching me, 

Allryght, allryght…just illin… 

 

Back it up, fed up, now that’s for real 

Not some cause for conflict, caught in content zeal 

Easy pay, music market, set up, shoutin’  

changin’ lives, that’s that, special’s how we feel 

 

The Hattnin’s finished so it’s all brethren chill 

Pray that folks are merciful, yet thousands still steal 

Not the case, caught with paw in the jar, 

Hater or star, next phase is the reckoning, it’s a beast, so deal 

 

 

 

Chorus: Are we here?...(yeah, are we here?)…Mental Shift Collective…(come on now)…Respect 

equals intelligence. (Yeah)               
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Outro:   Everything gets reconciled now, as the word hits the industry more and more we just 

watch it happen, we pray for people’s lives, and the good people, lights in the storm, and those who 

help others feel loved and accepted. But we need to remember…with all the noise…we need to chill!!! 

Calm down….Quiet down…wait!!! Wait, we need some peace…..wait!!!! Nice n quiet…Wait…(echo) 

Music stops….. ….O.k. wait, the beat comes back here in a minute….hold on… 

(beat starts again)…  

We just needed a moment for some peace. And no one should ever say that somebody HAD, a 

chance, everybody always, STILL has a chance, peace….God bless. (drum n bass on top of beat) 

 

Respect rehabilitation, Respect people, let people be. Wish them well. They need all the help 

they can get. And to our brothaz and sistahz from….How could you not like that….?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 


